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In collaboration with the West Yorkshire Playhouse, Sphinx presented VAMPS, VIXENS, FEMINISTS… IN THE
NORTH! In the Courtyard Theatre at the West Yorkshire Playhouse on Friday March 2nd 2012 from 10.15 to
4.45.
This was the fourth event in the Feminist Road Show Series, following Sphinx’s Vamps Vixens and Feminists
conferences in 2009, 2010 and 2011.This conference was a great success for Sphinx and marked many ‘firsts’
for the Company, perhaps the most significant of which was the live streaming of the event and our tenacious
presence on twitter and facebook. The figures from Pilot Theatre recorded over 300 viewers who watched the
conference remotely either through the Pilot website or through our own (this was also a first for Pilot Theatre:
never before had they live streamed a feed to two simultaneous locations, but we felt it was important to
maintain our presence online and increase traffic to our site, and this ran without a hitch!) In order to engage
this virtual audience, we tweeted throughout the day under the hashtag #vampsandvixens and we recorded
over 250 tweets reaching 37,663 people, making 216,152 impressions! We also took questions from twitter, our
Facebook event page and the chatroom and ensured they were put to the panel – thus ensuring that our digital
audience members felt as included as those in the auditorium.

It has been widely acknowledged that the speakers were
varied and eloquent, and that the issues were fully
interrogated. The conversations went beyond a mere
audit, and developed into a real examination of the
situations and challenges that women face. Furthermore,
strategies and alliances were formed, and ideas to move
forward are already underway. The addition of practical
work groups in the afternoon session enabled
participants to fully engage with the issues raised during
the day.

Sheena Wrigley, the General Director and Joint Chief Executive of West Yorkshire Playhouse said of the day:
“It was a really engaging and inspiring day. Iʼm so glad I could be part of it. Well done to all
your team too – fascinating range of speakers and contributors. It was lovely to have you all
in the building with us.”
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VAMPS, VIXENS AND FEMINISTS!!!
"#$"%$#"&#!

•

WELCOME:

Ian Brown

(10.25)

•

INTRODUCTION:

Beatrix Campbell OBE

(10.30 – 10.40)

•

KEY NOTE ADDRESS:

Tony Panayiotou

(10.45 – 10.55)

1.

PANEL DISCUSSION: ROOM AT THE TOP (11.00 - 12.00)
Erica Whyman, Sheena Wrigley, Dawn Walton, Mary Luckhurst and Ian Brown
speak of their experiences as leading practitioners. Chaired by BIDISHA.
Including a Q and A session (11.45 – 12.00)

2.

PANEL DISCUSSION: MOVING FORWARD (12.00 – 1.00)
Jean Rogers, Justine Potter, Janys Chambers and Nadia Albina, discuss
strategies to address the issues of gender inequality across the performing
arts. Chaired by BEATRIX CAMPBELL. Including Q and A session (12.45-1.00)

3.

LUNCH (1.00 – 2.00)

4.

FEMINIST VOICES (2.00 – 2.15)
Performance of several key Feminist texts

5.

PANEL DISCUSSION: CREATING THE ROLES (2.15– 3.15)
Sally Wainwright, Penelope Skinner, Chris Campbell, Caroline Catz and Mary
Luckhurst discuss developing roles for women. Chaired by BIDISHA.
Including a Q and A session (3.00 – 3.15)

6.

BREAKOUT GROUPS (3.20 – 4.20)
a)

How to Write Women for TV
– led by Claire Malcolm with Sally Wainwright,

b)

Claire	
  Malcolm
How to Write Women for the Theatre
- led by Chris Bridgman with Penelope Skinner, Janys Chambers,

c)

How to Get Things Done
- producers and directors – Henrietta Duckworth, Justine Potter,
Sue Parrish.

7.

PLENARY (4.30) - Bidisha

8.

END (4.45)

Note to workshop participants: Please sign up for the Afternoon Breakout
Sessions in the Foyer by 2pm

!
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TRANSCRIPT !
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INTRODUCTION - Beatrix Campbell
Beatrix Campbell is a writer and broadcaster. A regular contributor to Any Questions
and Question Time, her work appears in The Guardian, The Independent, The
Scotsman and academic journals. !
!
!
!
Hello. Multitudes! Marvellous!
I want to begin our day with sharing some thoughts about
the context in which we are having our conversations with
each other, and thinking about how to do our work, what
we are here for, how we can pull it off and what it is we
are having to manage, what this context is, what this
moment is, that we are in. Because it’s a problem. It’s a
real paradox. Women like us, all of us here, have never
existed on the earth before. We are absolutely
unprecedented. Women have never been so mobile, so
well educated, so privileged, so useful, and generally
marvellous.
Women can do, as Chairman Mao said, not that he really
believed it I don’t think, anything that a man can do. But
we know ‘and more.’ The paradox is of course we all
ought to be ruling the world; I don’t mean necessarily us
individually, but the ethos that animates us. Our collective
intelligence is what this world needs, is it not? Yes! The
paradox is that we don’t rule the world. There is no place
on Earth where Women’s intelligence organises and
shapes social space. We’re there, we’re in every
argument, but nowhere do we have power en masse. That
for us is a crisis of course, but I think for the world it’s a
crisis, because our absence enables all sorts of systems
to prevail that are bringing the world to its knees. Never
before can I remember two words being put together with
such ease: capitalism, crisis and a third one: men.
Something about masculinity and its relationship to the
prevailing systems that rule the world has been
understood finally to be dangerous. Not that it makes any
difference. It’s another side of the prism of the crisis that
we’re in. I think it’s a crisis for this reason: that we’re all
part of a generation that is witnessing, and participating in
something historic: the end of patriarchy as a way of ruling
the world. And that moment really begins in its
contemporary form at the beginning of my adult life – the
end of the 1960s and 1970s – with the enactment of all
sorts of legislation, historically, terribly important,
internationally that announced the human rights of women
and announced the end of legitimacy of patriarchy. But no
sooner did that marvellous thing happen, than the
conditions for its realisation began to be erased. And the
world has been in the sway now for 30 – 40 years of
another kind of ideology which is inimical to everything
that we need, the ethos that we, in my opinion, in a sense
irrespective of our general political orientation that we
represent, and that’s the general sway of neo-liberalism,
which has steered the globalisation that defines the time
of our adult life. Now, why is that a problem for us?
Because neo-liberalism and everything it represents is an

assault on the kind of feminism and the assumption of
rights that we all, in a sense, embody. And we’re beginning
to witness in our own country now another moment in its
long march, the long march of neo-liberalism which is
proposing a new relationship between citizens, states, men
and women that is the antithesis of what we need. If you
withdraw the state from the work of care, if you blithely
ignore all the laws on equality - duties to promote, duties to
do something about it, duties to deliver it – if you erase the
conditions in which women get access to the means of
organisation, then something inevitable happens and it is
the proliferation of inequalities between citizens, between
nations and between men and women. And I just want to
remind you of a couple of horrid facts that remind us of
where we’ve got, even though as I said, we are historically
unprecedented. And even though all sorts of things have
been happening, terribly important constitutional things,
cultural things that have changed the coordinates of
gender: In the leading edge of the British economy – the city
and financial services – the pay gap between men and
women is 55%. The pay gap when it comes to bonuses is
80%. If we’re thinking of the time gap between men and
women, which is in my opinion is absolutely decisive to the
way in which economies are organised, paid and unpaid,
work gets done paid and unpaid, the time gap between men
and women has shrunk – we all have a wistful, determined
optimism that that time gap is really, really shrivelling and
that men and women do more or less the same, that they
are cooperative in the home, they share the care of their
children, they share responsibility for making the world go
round – the time gap in that era from 1960 to now, has
reduced, this is in terms of how much time men and women
spend on shared domestic labour – unpaid labour – the
reproduction of everyday life, has changed by 20 minutes.
That means about half a minute per year. Half a minute per
year is the rate of change in term of men’s contribution to
that thing we long for cooperation in the work of care. In
Norway, which is probably the best country in the World for
encouraging men to be not just providers but parents,
men’s contribution to full-on dedicated daily childcare has
increased over the last two decades by 22 minutes. That’s
going on one minute, per day per year. So there’s a kind of
chasm between our sense that something really epochal is
changing in the relationship between men and women,
which is undoubtedly animated by real evidence, but when
we look at the statistics it starts to look very different. So
what I think this means is if that pay gap between men and
women has more or less stuttered into a settlement - and it
has, you look at the graph and its’ gone that way, then that
way, then that way, it’s now flat, and all of the world’s
organisations from the UN to the EU and the IMO all think
that progress on equal pay has stopped - this is as good as
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it gets: the way in which the world economically is being
structured means that the possibility of men becoming more
parental, more caring, more cooperative than they are at the
minute is probably over: this is as good as it gets. The
domestic deal between men and women is unlikely to be
more democratic than it is at this moment.

to be strangely good.’ I would love to be, even more, with
your help, strangely better. Because the combination of
those words, gives us a clue as to what it is we need to
become, which is that we need to become, in the most
benign way, in the nicest possible way: dangerous.
Strangely marvellous.

What that means is that, politically, there is a wish, indeed a
belief, that things will go on getting better and better, a belief
in progress, a sense that things will nicely evolve, and I think
we have to abandon that wish and face the fact that the wish
is wish – fulfilment. Something else needs to happen, and
what needs to happen is another gender revolution –
animated by all of us. Now whatever form that takes it will
invent itself, what I do know, is that whatever form that does
take, and we undoubtedly will need something which will
shove, budge, nudge, assault the world’s political institutions
to make the change, to end the era of impunity, which
means that you can have equal pay laws but it doesn’t really
make any difference, you have laws against rape but it
doesn’t really make any difference – we have the lowest
rates of detection and conviction on rape in the 2000s than
since records began. So, you see what I’m getting at: this
chasm between our consciousness and our efforts as
women to be the best that we can be, and a real institutional
lag, a kind of institutional inertia that produces impunity, that
tolerates no change.

I want to end there, and I hope that’s been the beginnings of
some clues as to the kind of conversations we need have,
about the difficult environment that we’re in and to the
promise as well as the difficulties of this environment in
which we all want to be ‘strangely marvellous.’

Now for the industries that we’re in, the implications are
really serious. Number one: because the resources for
cultural industries are being shrunk before our eyes. And the
consequences for women in the creative industries are likely
to be extremely serious of course, because we have not yet
managed to breathe life into the equality disciplines, that
require cultural industries to be disciplined by the duty to
promote equality. This has been going on for ten years, and I
am yet to read any document which measures its impact,
which says ‘we made a difference.’ There’s a kind of blether
saturates the conversation about equality. It’s a deadening
blether. So one of the things I want us to think of today is
what we do to galvanize, to get through this mist of blether
and use our networking opportunities today to get organised,
but also to think about how we do our work, and what is it
that we’re trying to do. Because what we’re not doing, I think,
we’ve all got past the moment where we thought ’doing
gender’ was about ‘and… and…and women’ We now know
that when we talk about gender, we are thinking about
everything. Men do gender even when they’re not thinking
about it: every bottom that is pinched and not wiped, in every
tear, in every oil well that is drilled, in every institution that
takes no notice of us, they’re all doing gender when they
take no notice of us. We’re doing gender when we’re
thinking about ‘what are the points of fission and novelty and
ordinary heroism and ordinary danger that describe the lives
of women and the lives of men, and how do we make all of
that palpable?’ In other words, how do we break the
resources of our own lives into the national conversation
about what it means to be men and women in this time?
I want to end with a little phrase that I thought was rather
nice: it was describing the work of one of our number – Sally
Wainwright’s Scott and Bailey, which described it as
‘strangely good.’ And I remember thinking, ‘ooh, I would love

KEY NOTE ADDRESS - Tony Panayiotou
Director of Diversity at Arts Council England, Tony Panayiotou, puts the case
for the Arts Council’s new thinking on Diversity and Equality.
!
!
!
!
When Sue Parrish asked me to speak at this conference
today, I jumped at the opportunity for three reasons: I think
it’s a good opportunity to share with you the Arts Council’s
latest thinking and positioning on Diversity and equality
issues, I also wanted to share my personal and professional
solidarity with the aims of the conference and the
campaigning that has gone on for many years for the greater
equality of women in the performing arts, and finally, I
wanted to show my respect and recognition to Sphinx
Theatre, to Sue and her colleagues – tireless amazons for
rights, justice, a fair wage and equality. And so I’m really
pleased and honoured to be with you and share and be a
part of your movement, which in many ways goes down to
the real fundamentals of modern society – the treatment of
women and human rights. I think we need to learn that
disrespect and lack of opportunity for women hurts all
society: and therefore it follows that lack of creative and
artistic equality for women in the arts negatively impacts on
all of the arts, regardless of art form or even gender. The
Creative Case is a repositioning of the Arts Council’s
diversity and equality work towards a more complex, yet
simpler articulation, a more inclusive constituency and a new
philosophical paradigm.
Firstly, the legal case: the arts council has been subject over
the last few years to a number of legal requirements being
introduced on race, disability and gender equality. Under
race relations legislation, we have responsibility under the
General Duty to eliminate unlawful racial discrimination and
to promote race equality. This we did by setting out a
program of work on how we would meet our legal duties
which eventually became the arts council’s race and equality
scheme 2004-2007. Further changes to legislation with the
DDA in 2005 meant that the Arts Council had new duties to
promote disability equality and later with the Equality duty of
2006 to promote gender equality, and we’ve produced
specific equality things in these areas to show how we’ve
met our legal requirements
The business case works on a simple assumption put by the
Arts Council to our funded organisations that they will benefit
from diversifying and maximising their incomes by attracting
new markets or audiences, and that disabled, LGBT people
had money that they wanted to spend in venues, galleries
and theatres.
The moral case centres on the notion of equality in the arts
and embracing of diversity is ‘the right’ thing to do, almost
regardless of any legislative requirements. The moral case
took deep roots in the arts community, and is not something
that needs soapbox championing.
The ethical case is very similar to the moral case - whereas
the moral case’s central tenet is ‘doing the right thing’, the
ethical case requires us to do ‘the fair thing.’ It considers that
the attitudes and social barriers that exclude diverse artists
and their work from flourishing as being profoundly unfair.
The next thing that we promoted was the representational
case: this centred on the premise that the arts should reflect
more the communities of modern, diverse Britain. It was
never presented as a series of targets or quotas, or any kind

of political correctness, it was based on the understanding
that the more diverse the workforce on all levels, at front of
house and back of house, at board and executive levels, as
well as the female-dominated administrative positions, the
better the programming, decision making and connection
with people supporting the arts would be.
The creative case for diversity and equality in the arts is
where all those previous efforts by the arts council converge.
All our work over recent years, the learning from our
previous teams, conversations, discussions, even
disagreements, have led us to this point. We have concluded
that the most important point of all is the cultural value that
diversity and equality brings to creativity. The creative case
is about an arts driven, artistic-led approach to achieving
diversity and greater equality in the arts, and our approach to
this is about partnership, collaboration, mutual support,
learning, exchange and planning.
So, what is the arts council going to do?
This conference itself is a really good case study: the two
previous conferences were funded by my diversity budget,
they were automatic entries in my annual budget plan. This
year, the conference is funded through a mainstream fund
called ‘grants for the arts.’ So I’m really delighted that there
is travel from diversity to mainstream funding. Grants for the
arts is the main way that we can support female writers,
projects and initiatives, and I urge you to think about it.
With the publication of our equality scheme in the summer of
this year, we will ask every NPO to have a look at what’s in
that and they will have to produce their own equality
schemes by April 2013. We will support them and advise
them, but there is no get out clause for anyone. Every
organisation that receives funding from us will have to do
this, and now more than ever, we feel very assertive about
this, and the bigger the organisation, the greater the
expectation we have of them. We are placing different
emphasis on who brings about change. We think that the
arts sector should take responsibility for making change. The
arts council wants to be less interventionist and more of a
catalyst, an incentivisor and a broker. We will create the
conditions for change to happen, but the change itself should
happen within and by the sector
Specifically we are interested in creating new relationships
with the arts sector, we are looking for agents for change.
We are looking for a wider range of artistic collaborations:
the arts council is aware that collaboration between diverse
organisations and those in the mainstream is rare and
limited and left to the periphery and the exotic, we are
looking for genuine and high quality artistic collaborations to
happen, and also in areas beyond the traditional touring
circuit.
Thank you, and it’s been my pleasure to be with you.

PANEL DISCUSSION ONE: Room at the Top
Bidisha introduces the day and a group of leading practitioners discuss their
individual roles and achievements in the theatre.
- Dawn Walton (DW) Artistic Director of Eclipse Theatre Company,
a National Touring Company and Resident Company at the
Crucible Theatre, Sheffield.
- Sheena Wrigley (SW) General Director and Joint Chief Executive
of the West Yorkshire Playhouse, looking after all areas of the
theatre which support the realisation of artistic vision: resource
building, money, communications, audience engagement.
- Professor Mary Luckhurst (ML) Director, Playwright and cofounder of a new department of Theatre, Film and Television at
the University of York.
- Erica Whyman (EW) Theatre Director who for the last six years
has been Chief Executive and Artistic Director of Northern Stage
in. Before that Erica was Artistic Director of The Gate in Notting
Hill and the Southwark Playhouse and was the first woman to run
all three theatres.
- Ian Brown (IB) Artistic Director of West Yorkshire Playhouse and
previously freelance director. Ian has previously run the Traverse
in Edinburgh and Tag Theatre Company in Glasgow.
- Chaired by BIDISHA (B) Critic, Writer and Journalist.
B: Welcome to the first panel discussion of the day and let
me say first of all, thank you so much for taking the time and
making the effort to be here. Sphinx have put on countless
events about women in the performing arts, they’ve always
been well attended and they’ve always had very serious
positive consequences. Which means that we have audience
members that work all the way across the performing arts
who then go on and talk about what they’ve seen and
thought in their institutions and companies and pay it
forward, so though we may seem small in number today, the
consequences of an event like this are huge and part of a
huge swell in not just women, but men as well questioning
things like gender inequality and discrimination in the arts. If
you look at your itinerary for the day what you’re going to see
is that we will be covering all aspects of women, equality,
diversity in the performing arts, and this discussion is going
to be about women who are at the top of their institutions –
creatively, in terms of management, in terms of decision
making, in terms of commissioning and creating their own
work. We will then open the floor up to you.
Erica, you have been a pioneer woman three times over
which is very interesting; what has been your experience of
chipping away at that inequality when it comes to where the
real power is?
EW: I’ve always found this a very difficult question to answer.
I remember when I was appointed AD of the Gate, the
Chairman said ‘we’ve had five fantastic artistic directors of
the Gate, and now we’ve got a woman.’ A fantastic man who
I enjoyed working with just said a totally ridiculous thing. I
think we ourselves are in danger of falling into the ‘is that the
most interesting thing about me?’ So I do find it a difficult
question. But to try and answer it, I think the thing I’ve
noticed that changes most when the leadership of an
organisation is female, is that women artists, women
practitioners have a little more confidence to write to you:
and that makes me very depressed, because they should
feel the same confidence to write to a male leadership, but
something does change for a certain kind of female

practitioner. What is it that we’re not doing early on to give
women the confidence to fight for what they want to see on
stage? Some of the inequalities on stage which I’m guilty of
are partly about the way the projects are pitched – I think we
need to ask ourselves whether this market place we have
created is still not terribly conducive to women putting their
hands up and saying ‘this is what I want to see happen.’
B: I want to pick up on something Mary said which was about
the mainstreaming of women. I work in broadcasting and the
majority of producers I work with are women, and yet they
turn out product in which there are no women at all. Dawn,
what do you think can be done to mainstream women at all
levels?
DW: It is. It’s really interesting, thinking about this today. We
all have lots of cards – I call them cards – and the card that
I’ve had to mostly play, to engage with, has been about race.
But many of the issues are the same. What you were saying
about confidence, I don’t know whether this will help, but I
came to theatre quite late in life, and I came from a
commercial background. I worked in the city for many years;
I worked for large sales organisations, which was an entirely
male environment. Then through education, dipped my toe
into the arts and it was all women that were teaching and
training, plays we were doing were written by women. And
when I cam into the industry, I expected it to be like the
educational establishments I’d been in, and I found myself, I
did pursue new writing and landed very quickly at the royal
court, and there were women in the building, but actually the
decisions were made by men. And the most interesting place
was in the script meetings, I would nearly always be the only
woman in that room, and it was interesting what happened
when scripts came in that were from women: how they were
talked about, how people talked about it in terms of structure.
If something came in that was a bit different, it was as if there
was no language in which to talk about that work if it didn’t fit
into a particular mould. These are very general statements
I’m making but they were observations I made over a year
about how these female playwrights were worked with
versus how male playwrights were worked with. I don’t know
how to change the culture; it feels as much about language
as anything. It’s a way of finding, if something doesn’t fit
formally into an existing structure- they’re machines, a lot of
these buildings – then it’s hard for people to talk about it.
B: Sheena, Dawn has brought up two interesting points, one
of which is a structural question – which is that in
organisations you have loads of women, but then when you
get to the very top, where the real power is, no women at all.
How do you think that companies can change that?
SW: It’s interesting here because we were a management
team of 6 and Ian is the only man. I’m not sure this is
exceptional. If you look at institutions what you see is that the
people in my sort of position, tend to be women. There is
great representation of women on this side of – in the top
leadership role. We’ve just been appointing Ian’s successor
and I found that very interesting, because there were

women, on all short lists but there is also a pattern where
women artists, particularly as they mature tend to step away
from the kind of role that Erica and Dawn are fulfilling. I think
that does reflect wider societal issues about the lifestyle that
is required, particularly of the artistic leadership of an
organisation. The other thing I wanted to say was one of the
shocking things about this recruitment process we’ve just
been through was how incredibly predominant male
Cambridge and Oxford educated candidates were.

multitudinous leadership roles for female leaders. Erica and I
have both been privileged enough to be part of the Clore
leadership programme, and they have as their central tenet
that you being the most authentic version of you is the best
leader you will ever be, and I think that legitimises you to be
any shape of person you want to be, and once you’ve done
that then you can confidently welcome those collaborations
with other people. I think holding on to your own sort of
authenticity is a very good key to making those kinds of
relationships with others.

B: This is the intersection of class and gender.
EW: I recognise a lot of what Sheena was saying, and she’s
absolutely right that lifestyle is a factor, but I would say that
there is another factor for me, and it’s s slightly overused
phrase in management, but there is a particular kind of
loneliness about it. I have an amazing team at Newcastle, so
I’m not alone, but the buck stops with me, sometimes in a
very public way. And I think that not many people want to do
that, be they men or women, it’s a huge thing to take on and
keep bouncing back from. I think we should remember that
when we demand that people step into these roles – it’s a
very particular type of person who can do these roles.
B: Ian, You are part of a progressive company. Do you feel
that you are pioneers in some way?
IB: There is a difference between the work we do here, that
is my work is non-elitist, and though I do ‘posh’ work like
Shakespeare, it is done in a non-elitist way, and it is aimed
at getting the kids in who have never experienced
Shakespeare before. And there is a class thing – I was
excluded from that Oxbridge thing when I started out, and
the theatres that I see in London tend to be posh, and they
tend to be exclusive, hermetically sealed and aimed at a
coterie audience, and that is something I never wanted to
do.
B: Let me end with one more question to Erica: My closing
question to you is what do you think needs to change for
those artists who are raring to go, great artists, what needs
to change to bring them to the forefront of culture?
EW: Two things spring to mind: I agree that there is
something about the unspoken game of what confidence
looks like: and where expectations are hazy, and women are
not quite sure how power is brokered, they perform badly.
So, those of us who can, try to make those expectations
explicit. The other thing is, I do think something very positive
has changed in the arts, in the UK and that is that
collaboration has become much more central to the way we
all do things. I think that is going to help us, that is going to
encourage all sorts of people to take up a leadership role, all
sorts of artists, practitioners or someone running an
organisation.
SW: It’s really interesting you say that, because this increase
of collaboration, which we’ve all seen over the last fifteen
years, is traditionally seen as a female quality – that ability to
share, work in a consensual way. It’s also about how you
see the structure of leadership – I remember my first female
boss in the eighties was a very brittle masculine woman and
I think we have moved on from that. I think now there are

Audience Member: You were saying that it’s a boys club of
people who have come from privilege and that have had
those opportunities, and that we are stuck in that kind of
timeline until that race and gender equality catches up, what
can we do in the meantime until that balance evolves?
ML: If I think about recent graduates or people I’m training at
the moment, I couldn’t agree more with this. I was speaking
to someone who runs Tongue Tied Theatre Company, who
is to my mind one of the most exciting theatre practitioners in
this country, and she was rejected by every single drama
school so her response was ‘I will go to another country and
get my training, then I will return and set up my own
company.’ And that’s what she did. If I think about my own
career, I had one of those strange moments when I
interviewed at the national theatre, thinking I really wanted
the job, and I came out in complete crisis, having been
interviewed by a roomful of men in grey thinking ‘what am I
going to do if they give me this job?’ I realised that I would
just be buried inside a big institutional building, and that I
wouldn’t have the artistic freedom that I wanted, so I went off
and set up my own company. I do think that some of these
bigger institutions that brag about their historical role in
theatre, and I’m afraid the Royal Court, the National and the
RSC are guilty of this, they do need to do a lot more. And I’m
presuming that’s why the Arts Council is putting more
pressure on the large organisations to lead up front. But, to
be honest, I’ve thought the most innovative artistic work has
not been going on in those institutions. Because by
definition, what is interesting and innovative doesn’t come
from the centre, initially. So, you can’t be put off by that.
Audience Member: I wanted to pick up on Sheena’s point
about Class and sex, and whether you could talk about the
class differences between women in power and whether that
was still an issue?
EW: I need to declare an interest: I was the first person in my
family to go to university, but I did go to Oxford and that
makes me privileged and therefore it’s not surprising that I’ve
had some of the opportunities that I’ve had. However, what I
got there was a certain level of confidence, and to pick up on
Mary’s point –I agree, of course, that exciting things happen
away from the centre, but sometimes, the centre knocks on
your door, and if at that point you don’t say ‘yes I will’ then
you don’t change anything. Actually, a man Tom Morris,
when I got the job at the Gate, I rang him and I said ‘ I don’t
want to do it, it’s terrifying, I’m going to have to compete in a
way I don’t want to, I’m not sure I accept the terms ’ and he
said ‘that’s why there are no women in these jobs.’ I had the
confidence to make that phone call, and I had the confidence
to take that job. I don’t think you need to go to Oxford to get

that confidence, but I do think that we need to teach each
other that confidence, and that actually you can do it.
DW: I think this is a really big point actually. I got my
confidence, whatever that means, from dicking it out in the
city with a load of dudes, and surviving it, and deciding that I
didn’t want to be there anymore. But, I did look at the
institutions and I said ‘I want to go to that institution to learn
how to do that, and I’m going to that institution to learn how
to do that.’ They were the Royal Court – my work is going to
be new writing, so I wanted to learn how to work with writers,
so I went to t hat institution to learn those things. I didn’t
want to stay there. I went to the Old Vic on the Jerwood
young directors award and that taught me how to work with
actors – the NT studio gave me opportunities. And I think
they all gave me things which now I rely on to run a national
touring company. I knew I didn’t want to stay with them, but I
knew I had to get their tools.
SW: There is something about not just appointing a mirror of
yourself every time you have the opportunity to – we all feel
comfortable with people like ourselves, so there is an inbuilt
reflex to replicate that when you’re in a position of power,
and it’s working consciously not to – in terms of ‘that might
not be how I would do that, but it is interesting to me,
because it is the opposite of where I come from.’ If we were
all doing more of that, we would open up the organisations
and the things that we need. I tell you: risk as well. Looking
back at my career, there were two or three people who took
a risk – gave me things to do that I had no idea how to do,
and just left me there to sink or swim, and perhaps our
culture, maybe because of funding, maybe because of
process, it encourages us to be incredibly cautious about the
kind of appointments we make, and that sometimes the best
thing we can do is to take a risk and give somebody really
unexpected a run at it.
Audience Member: I am Alex Chisholm, I am associate
director here at the Playhouse, I look after new writing, so
the issues of representation are very pertinent to me. I would
like to recognise two very different but related issues in here:
One is women leading institutions and the other is work that
gets put on stage, how represented women are in that. I
don’t believe its true that one automatically leads to the
other. And that is an interesting question to look at. My
perspective is that both men and women have and can
internalise judgements about work so that a universal,
successful, dramaturgically-good play looks like a play about
men written by a man, and that a marginal, risky, minority,
diverse play looks like a play bout women written by a
woman. And just as an example, this theatre is dominated by
women, and you have to go back to autumn 2008 to find a
main stage play written by a woman.
EW: I absolutely agree and I think we have to talk about the
audience: some of those decisions are not being made blind.
They are made collectively. In the audience that Ian talked
about, and even more so in my theatre where women make
up 80% of the audience, they are also of the view that that is
a strange minority thing to go and see, so we need to
change that.

B: Thank you for bringing that up, because it brings us back
to something we mentioned at the very beginning:
internalised misogyny which is a huge problem, given that
there are so many women in these corporations. We have to
end there, but please join me in thanking these amazing
panellists.

PANEL DISCUSSION TWO: Moving Forward
A discussion about personal initiatives in shaping careers. Four practitioners discuss
how they have diversified into other disciplines.
-

Jean Rogers (JR) Actress and Vice President of Equity, and
elected member of Council since 1994.
Justine Potter (JP) Producer, Director and Project Manager of
Interactive and Multi-Platform Drama.
Janys Chambers (JC) Actress and Writer.
Nadia Albina (NA) Actress
Chaired by Beatrix Campbell (BC)

BC: Welcome everybody, this panel is described as ‘Moving
Forward’ but I have to tell you that this is ‘the bloody minded
group.’ We’ve just been talking backstage and these women
are going to be unstoppable. So, we’re going to talk and then
there’ll be time for you to talk to us.
JR: I am Vice President of Equity, a union which is half men
and half women, the majority of which are actors. I came into
the business in the 60s when there was a lot of funding in
the arts. I went to drama school and the local authorities
supported me there. When I was at drama school people did
say ‘oh, when you’re older things will be difficult,’ but I was in
a situation where there was ‘Chicken Soup with Barley’ and
‘Look Back in Anger,’ – all those new plays, so although I
could see that the classical cannon had a tendency to have
9 men and 2 women and so on, I thought things would
change. I went into rep, then I became a member of
Chichester Festival Theatre, and from the nucleus of that
company we became the NT. All the research I have been
involved in with Equity since I became VP nearly 8 years ago
always seems to go back to this 2 to 1 ratio, which doesn’t
represent the population which is 52% female, and 44% of
those are over the age of 45: I got married and the babies
came along, up until I was about 50 I did survive, and that
was because I changed the sort of work I looked for – while
my babies were growing up I did radio: it was 9 – 5, I could
get the children ready in the morning, a rota of friends would
pick them up, and then as soon as I was finished I would get
home, pick up the children, give them tea, a bath, put them
to bed, and so on. My career has brought me to be leading, if
I dare say that, this campaign to get a better gender balance,
especially in theatre – TV has got much, much better. With
Miriam O’Reilly winning her case on victimisation and
ageism – another stepping stone, but I do think within theatre
we need to sort things out, especially as childcare is such a
problem with most of the work happening at night, and a lot
of actresses move into TV and radio in order to
accommodate that.
JC: I am a writer and an actor, and a director as well. I work
as an assessor for the arts council- my part time job. I am a
feminist, it’s a long time since I said that in a public forum – I
am a mother, I am a partner, I have two children, I’m a
housewife. And I work in several different media: TV,
theatre, radio. Lately I am aware that acting has heavily
fallen off. I am still doing loads of work. I wrote a play last
year for York Theatre Royal, I adapted ‘My Family and Other
Animals,’ I directed a play in Manchester for the 24:7 festival
about domestic violence, I also appeared in a play there. I
am a little depressed about women in the industry at the
moment and that’s why when this conference came up I

thought ‘I really want to be there.’ And I want to say the word
‘Feminist’ in a public place again. Like we used to in the 70s
and 80s. Going back to the beginning, I was a white, ablebodied, lower middle-class girl. I wanted to be an actress, I
was in a family that knew nothing about it and my DAD
wanted me to get a safe job, be a teacher. I went to Hull to
read Drama. I went into young peoples work, and that was
very interesting because suddenly I was in an environment
where I wasn’t just acting, where I was with people who
examined material, analysed it, and I loved that. I began to
write. There was a year called ‘women live’ in 1982 and I
was asked by the company to write a play for their youth
company, and because of that I wrote my first play and it
was for an all female cast. When I joined Theatre Centre – a
young people’s company, it had a sub-company called ‘the
women’s company.’ It was a time of feminism, and we went
into schools doing all-female plays. It was fantastic. After
that I started to freelance, but I did one more spell with a
really significant company and that was Women’s Theatre
Group. That is now called Sphinx. This was an all-female
company, commissioning female playwrights, not writing
plays with male characters in, using only female directors,
lighting designers, technicians – the lot. They commissioned
a hugely important body of work. Lots of the most important
writers and directors that came in the next decade came
through that company, and Sphinx carried on with that
fantastic work. My partner is a writer and I asked him last
night who commissioned his last nine commissions, and 8 of
them were men. Interesting that most of my commissions
have been from women. I get on with men great, but it’s
interesting that women tend to employ women, so it follows
that if there are fewer women in those top positions then
there are going to be fewer commissions for women: there is
a fight about to re-engage
JP: I’ve had a bit of an epiphany today. I speak at a lot of
days like this about storytelling, transmedia, multi-platform
and so on. I have never used the term ‘feminist’ and I have
never defined myself as a feminist. When I was asked to do
this I said, well, I don’t really think there is a problem,
because I’ve never had a problem, so I don’t know what I’m
supposed to say really. I think I have been accidentally
making decisions which are actively female – biased and it’s
strange that I’ve never thought of it till now. I run Savvy
productions but I started as an actress. In 2000 I became the
education officer at Oldham Coliseum Theatre, that was a
job enforced on them by the arts council, and they didn’t
want me in the building. It was awful. Then, with a change of
management everything changed, so I directed lots of
community productions, and a lot of the funding I brought in
propped up the main stage. When I was there I discovered
forum theatre, and then toured forum theatre – I love it
because it was political and engaging. I was also very
excited by writers, so I set up a writers group on the back of
which I discovered that writers were key to something I
wanted to be involved with. I set up ‘Savvy’ to work in multi
platform – TV, radio, online, film. Savvy is a multi-platform
production company, ideally making stuff which crosses
different genres – so it might do some radio, some TV, some

online – and preferably where the audience has a defining
role. If you want to innovate, if you want to work and if you’re
female, I think one of the most exciting places to work is
Channel 4 at the moment. I walked into an online briefing
last year and all the top tier of multi-platform content
producers are all women. And they want to work with tiny
companies who might not have done much before, and that
is just a revolution to me. So I’m doing a lot with Channel 4.
Along this process it never occurred to me that I had a slight
female bias in what I do, but I was asked to get involved with
Sound Women, which is an organisation that is about
promoting women in the sound industry, and I looked round
and all the radio drama producers are women, my sound
technician is a woman, looking back at the productions I’ve
done most of the writers have been women, and they are
often female protagonists. And I’ve realised that that is a
kind of bias, and I’m not sure I want to flag it because
actually they’re great stories, and that’s why I’ve sold them.
But talking like this has made me think that maybe I’ve got a
role to play. Now I am in a position where I can get your
writing on and also I can question writers during the
development process about who is in it and why, which I
have been doing, I just didn’t realise why.

they have absolutely no idea what the problems are, what
they will be up against in terms of employment. For the 3 or
4 young men in the room, I will point out, that actually those
young men will be earning considerably more and will be
working for many more years, and they look at me as if I’m
completely mad. They don’t recognise the word Feminist,
and thank you Janys for using that word, it’s nice for me to
be able to say it as well, they think it’s a dirty word. The
young women I train and I work with it’s almost as if they’re
fish and they don’t know they’re in water. So, what I’m
interested in is teaching young women a portfolio of skills,
the first of which is acting, but teaching them to be artists
which can lead them to a range of work for not just 5 or 10
years, but for 20 or 30 years. I think it’s about employment,
about us seeing ourselves as producers of our own work and
creating opportunities, but I also think it’s about people
taking risks and employing more women.

NA: I am an actress and a writer and I work a lot in
voiceover. I’m also half Palestinian and my mum is
Liverpudlian, so I think bloody-mindedness is in my genes.
I’ve always wanted to be an actress from the age of 9, I then
carried on through secondary school and was told by my
English teacher ‘you’re very good, but don’t consider this as
a career. You’ll never get work because you’re disabled.’ I
took an English and Drama degree, then to drama school.
And I realised that everyone in my year was white, middleclass and extremely pretty, and I do think the industry has
become, as one director at drama school said, very, very
glamorous. There is this idea that you have to be only
attractive and young, and that cancels out everyone else
who isn’t that, and that is wrong. I carried on and eventually
got an agent, who is a woman, and I then was found by a
wonderful woman Angela Chan who works at the BBC in the
capacity of looking for diverse talent. There was a time,
during that meeting, that they asked me ‘how can we help
you?’ and I said ‘just change, change things, you have the
power to change how casting is done, and also you don’t
have to make it part of the story.’ Now as a pioneer in this,
and I feel I am a pioneer in this, I feel that you have to make
it a part of the story at the beginning, until people get used to
it. At the moment, I’m working on a sitcom and I’m touring a
production called ‘Reasons to be Cheerful’ by a company
called Graeae which is a disabled-led company, which I
never wanted to be involved with to be honest, because I
never wanted to put that label on myself, but having done
the show I’ve realised that that is part of my identity, part of
who I am. That’s interesting because it’s a fully integrated
production, there are able-bodied and disabled actors on
stage and the story fits everybody. It has complete audiodescription and signing built in to the show. I think there
have been changes and I hope that from today, more coal is
given to the fight. But I think things can change, that’s my
hope.

BC: We will continue this conversation over lunch. Thank
you to our panellists. We won’t be put off.

Audience member: This is more an observation: I work at a
University where 85% of my students are young women, and

JP: I’m not sure I want to say to a 20 year old actress: you’re
going to have massive problems which you will have to fight
against, because instantly she will feel defensive and
aggressive. I’m not sure that will help. For myself, I didn’t
realise there were problems, and I just kept going.

PANEL DISCUSSION THREE: Creating the Roles
A discussion examining roles for women, and how we can move forward to create
better opportunities for women in the performing arts.

-

Sally Wainwright (SW) BAFTA nominated Television Writer and
Playwright
Chris Campbell (CC) Literary Manager at the Royal Court
Theatre
Penelope Skinner (PS) Playwright
Mary Luckhurst (ML) Director, Playwright and co-founder of a
new department of Theatre, Film and Television at the
University of York.
Caroline Catz (CCatz) Actress
Chaired by BIDISHA (B)

drugs and going on Facebook and tweeting, I think it’s a bit
patronising – so, one role I was offered recently was to play
the Mum of one of these people. The Mum had to do ‘the
Lamb chop thing:’ it was a roast, actually. She had a roast
and she had to put it down in front of a whole load of her
boys and they all took the piss out of her because they said
that she was menopausal, and had she taken her HRT. That
was supposed to be funny! I couldn’t believe it, and it wasn’t
poking fun at the teenagers, the joke was on the Mum. So, I
went back to the agent and I said ‘no thanks.’

B: Roles for women: We were discussing this backstage and
we came up with: the foil, the judge, the female actor whose
only job in plays is to put Lamb chops down in front of the
leading man, the wife, the fall guy. But we will explore these
issues in more detail after I have introduced my wonderful
panel: give us a couple of sentences about who you are and
what you do

B: Well, you’ve been quite diplomatic about ‘patronising TV,’
actually that’s probably what the show is called ‘we patronise
you for an hour.’ But actually these kind of roles are quite
typical, why is it that we turn on the TV, we watch a film, we
go to a play and you’re lucky if you see one woman, and if
you do, she’s putting down a roast? It’s a subordinate role;
it’s a servile role. Sally, why should it be that way? How has
it become normalized that this sort of under representation is
absolutely par for the course?

SW: I write television, I’ve written Scott and Bailey which
starts again next week, At Home with the Braithwaite’s,
Unforgiven. I started writing The Archers and then I wrote for
soaps like Coronation Street.

SW: I don’t agree that it is, I think there are fantastic roles for
women on TV at the moment.

CC: My name is Chris Campbell and I am the Literary
Manager of the Royal Court in London, so I am a man, I did
go to university and I am a key member of the metropolitan
elite. And when we meet in the metropolitan elite, we discuss
how we can continue to exclude the maximum number of
people. If they find out I’m here, there’s going to be a terrible
row.

SW: I make an effort to write fully rounded characters, both
men and women. I don’t consciously set out to write for
women, it just naturally happens that is what I do, and I hope
that men like it just as much

PS: I’m Penelope Skinner, I’m a playwright and I’ve just
started writing for television as well.
B: You’re being very modest, Penelope is an award-winning
Playwright
ML: I’m Mary Luckhurst, I’m a director, playwright and I cofounded a new department at the University of York, the
department of theatre, film and TV. So for the last 10 years
I’ve been heavily involved in training, which was one way I
felt I could contribute most significantly who we send into the
industry
CCatz: Caroline Catz. I’m an actor and I’m in the play in this
theatre at the moment ‘Top Girls’ by Caryl Churchill, playing
Marlene. I have been doing quite a lot of stuff on television
recently ‘Doc Martin’ and ‘Murder in Suburbia’ those kinds of
things.

B: Do you make a conscious decision to have well-rounded
female characters in the work that you do?

B: Have you encountered any resistance to any works
you’ve put forward?
SW: At the moment I have two things in production, one has
three middle-aged women in it and one has two middle-aged
women and an elderly woman in it. So, I am writing roles for
women who are underrepresented. One area I have found
difficult is ‘the Doctor Who’ slot. I’ve pitched two ideas to the
BBC both with young kick-ass female characters and they
get to a certain stage of development but then they don’t get
made. That worries me, that there’s a resistance to seeing
women in that way – like Doctor Who or Robin Hood – young,
feisty women.
B: That’s the most watched slot, and it’s very telling that
they’ve had three iconic male characters. Yet you’re simply
proposing a female equivalent, have they given you any
reason as to why it’s not right?

B: let me begin with you Caroline: we were discussing
backstage the kinds of roles you are offered, the kinds of
roles you turn down, the ones you accept.

SW: Yes, but it’s never to do with gender. But I don’t think
that's true. I think they think that the audience might not want
to see women in those positions. I don’t know why,
personally I would love to see that.

CCatz: We were talking about one in particular. I have a pet
hate, I confess, with certain kinds of quite patronising, teeny
– those shows aimed at teenagers where everybody is on

B: Mary, this question arose earlier of what audiences want,
and we spoke very briefly about internalised misogyny.
Where does this resistance come from? Because if you look

at Sally’s work with strong female characters or Midwives,
then people love it – people don’t switch off, in fact the exact
opposite happens.
ML: I don’t know, I think a lot gets blamed on audiences. I’ve
always been struck by, when I’ve sat on theatre boards
actually, by what the board would think of as tremendous
protectiveness – no, we can’t do a Sarah Kane here we
would alienate our older audience. And I thought this is very
strange, because down the road at City Screen in York they
do not sit around discussing whether the violence in this film
or that film will alienate their older audiences, so why do
theatre boards do that? I think the caution is not in
audiences, but in the second-guessing of managers who are
out of touch with these so-called audiences.
CCatz: If it’s a local theatre, the audience’s appetite is only
being whetted by a particular type of production, then you
don’t get to educate them. I was lucky enough to grow up in
Manchester where we had fantastic touring productions and
there was an amazing Brecht season at the Library in the
80’s that changed my life, had I not been exposed to those
things, I don’t think I would have become an actor. People
need to be exposed to fantastic plays, and new structures,
and new ways of telling stories.
B: Let’s put this to Chris Campbell: The under representation
and misrepresentation of women goes through all art forms.
Do you think it’s particularly bad in theatre? Because in
novels and literature, there are many acknowledged female
geniuses who write great novels and great characters of all
types, in film you have lots of independent film makers but
then if you go to Hollywood you see no characters of any
variance – no non-white people, no gay people, no older
people. In theatre I am often seeing very dated-seeming
contemporary plays. To pick ‘Jerusalem’ as an example
which is picked as this great modern masterpiece, it is totally
insulting towards women in its roles. I’m not saying that’s
deliberate
CC: No of course not. Firstly I would say that I don’t want to
talk about Film, because I think Theatre is the opposite of
Film. I don’t think there’s any real comparison in the way the
two industries work – film wants more of the same, always,
and in theatre any good new play destroys that type of play
somehow. I would also that the greatest living playwright in
England is a woman, Caryl Churchill. I think it’s not really fair
to pick out Jerusalem, because it has so many problems and
distortions –it has genius and also it has many things wrong
with it, and also it’s not that new – the work was started on
that a long time ago. I don’t really recognise the landscape
that you are describing in the theatre that I see. In the last 3
or 4 years with the Royal Court, for example, we have had
an extraordinary flowering of younger female writers. And
something I would like to say is that you can’t tell them what
to write. And if Laura Wade writes us a main stage play
which has got twelve men in it and two women, one of whom
is a prostitute and one of whom is a waitress – is that a good
thing or a bad thing? On the one hand we’ve got a main
stage play written by a woman, but it’s about men, and of
course it’s about posh masculinity. Now, of course she can
write about that.

B: And we should say this is a very satirical, critically edged
piece
CC: Of course. The one thing that has not come up yet is the
extra pressure on plays by women, particularly if there are
major parts for women, is that they then get judged on what
they are trying to say about women with this play, and that is
a tricky one. Penny has suffered from that, April de Angelis
definitely suffered from that. And for years people have been
trying to play Hedda Gabbler as if she was a heroine, when
she’s obviously a monster! Enjoy playing her as a monster!
That is a distortion, I think, that affects women writers today,
that not only must your protagonist be female, she must be
admirable in our terms.
B: I agree, and I acknowledge this new generation of young
female writers, and the Royal Court has played a huge role
in that. I think what women critics are very cautious of that,
because every so often there is a new generation of women
who are heralded as ‘the new wave,’ and I think give them
20 years for them to become part of the mainstream and not
simply discarded. Let me bring in Penelope Skinner here.
What Chris says is exactly right, isn’t it, that those few
women who are around suddenly bare the weight of
tremendous representational expectations, so that when you
create something you are creating something not just for
yourself but for all women, and for all women artists. How
has the experience of coming to the fore as a playwright
been for you? You are acclaimed, but you mentioned to me
backstage that in one of your reviews as ‘Little Miss Skinner,’
PS: By Quentin Letts
B: Quentin Letts, not even some piece of internetery
PS: He did say I wasn’t entirely devoid of talent though
B: But how did that make you feel?
PS: Well, I did cry about it. That play was Eigengrau, and I
felt like I’d read a poem out in assembly and the boys in the
year above me were all slagging it off behind my back, and
were never going to let me forget it. Then two years later I
thought it was quite funny, and now I never really think about
it. Then I felt the opposite with The Village Bike, I thought
‘oh, some of them quite like it, I must have done something
wrong.’
B: Well, the Feminist catchphrase has always been ‘if they’re
cheesed off, you’re doing something wrong.’
PS: The problem with the feminist thing is that, I feel like I
am a feminist, but I’m also aware that there are people who
would say that my work isn’t feminist at all. I suppose that’s
why I pulled a face when you said ‘award.’ If I get an award
for being promising, you know, if I’m still writing theatre plays
in five years, then I’ll be happy, I think being promising is
something for which there is a precedent, but there is no
precedent for longevity.
B: The question of longevity is a frightening one, and a
particularly political one for women. If you look at the Caryl
Churchill posters outside one of them says ‘it’s a great piece

of theatre history.’ To say it is history consigns it to the past,
but this is a part of female talent that is going on now.
Women are often over-represented when it comes to giving
awards for being promising and young, wonderful and
talented. Is there a question about as women go on, why is it
harder for them to get into the canon and to be accepted?
CCatz: Well, it’s always been like that. How you sustain a
career? I don’t know. Someone asked me recently how I felt
about being, however old I am, and they said aren’t you
frightened because women’s roles dry up at 40, and all I can
say is that this is where I am now. I hope they don’t. I did a
thing recently, working with an older actor, and right before
the camera started to roll he said ‘ You’re doing really well,
'cos it’s terrible what’s about to happen to you…My wife, she
had to give up. Mirren got through, but there’s not really a lot
that do.’ Fantastic! There is that conversation going on
around you. I’m not prepared to believe that. I hope there will
be more roles and that I can continue to be a collaborator on
projects I believe in.
SW: I don’t know why there aren’t those roles. Because I
think women and actresses become more and more
interesting the older they get. The two things I’m writing at
the moment, I love writing for them: they’ve got so many
secrets, they’ve done so much – I’d much rather write for
women in their 40s than in their 20s.
B: Mary you were talking earlier about getting women
involved at all levels, and when it comes to roles that we
see, that is not happening, so either you have the wife, the
daughter, or the underwritten foil, or you have super heroine
lady. I read an interview with Angelina Jolie recently and she
said ‘although I play a heroine in lots of films, I don’t have
lots of girlfriends.’ So you’re allowed to be queen of the
universe, but what’s not happening is a naturalistic reflection
of how common we are – we are 52% of the population. It
should be very simple, it should be a question of writers
representing us as we are, but there is that question of roles
dropping off
ML: I suppose I identify with what you and Penelope are
saying, which is that I don’t think there is any obligation on
writers to deliver, I don’t think there are any formula, I don’t
think theatre is naturalistic, I’ve never written or directed
naturalism. I remember a Times critic saying to me, and she
was a woman: ‘do you not feel embarrassed by the female
characters you’ve created in this play?’ and I realised that
she had not understood that it was an absurdist play,
everything she had watched had been naturalism. So I think
there’s a number of difficulties: I think we live in a theatrical
culture which tends to favour naturalism, increasingly writers
and theatregoers are less and less interested. They haven’t
delivered naturalism on the continent for years. But I don’t
think writers think like that. When I sit down to write a play I
don’t think ‘what should I be writing about’ or ‘who am I
representing?’
PS: I don’t think that, but I do think about giving jobs to
actresses. Perhaps because I started as an actress but I
never got any work. That wouldn’t define what I do, but I’m
definitely pleased to think that it’s always going to be fair.
And if it’s the play you want to write, then there are times
when you’re going to need 12 male characters, but I think it’s
all right, as long as you’re aware and maybe next time you

write a play with 12 women characters. As long as you’re
aware
B: Exactly, this is about raising consciousness. Your issue
about being an actress is something that is always present
at Sphinx conferences – young women put up their hands
and say ‘I’ve been doing my drama course, and I’ve got
absolutely nothing to act, except the medieval serving
wench.’ Again, it’s the Lamb chop girl. They are frustrated
and totally bored, and angry at who designed these courses.
Let me bring in Sally Wainwright again, because you
mentioned something very interesting about ageism. As
Caroline mentioned ‘Mirren got through.’ Which I think is
right, and her success ahs been used to prove that there is
no bar to age, but actually, there is. It’s true for both sexes
but at least you see more men.
SW: Again, I don’t know why that is. I’d love to see women of
a certain age on telly, and on stage. I don’t know what the
problem is.
CC: I don’t want to sound like I’m in a defensive posture
here, but inevitably my nails are in my palms a little bit.
Currently at the Royal Court downstairs, we have five
women aged from early 60s down, and upstairs we have a
play with four characters, two of whom are female in their
mid fifties. It is becoming the norm. I think there is a real
sense that writers currently are practicing. Even someone
like Richard Bean, who is no one’s idea of a feminist, his
latest play at the Court had a female protagonist, a mature
professional, interesting character.
B: No one is putting you on trial here
CCampbell: Well, I am a little bit
B: You don’t need to give us examples from the Court, no
one is accusing you…
CC: No, but you keep describing a landscape, which is not
the landscape I’m inhabiting
B: But we have counted, and we do know. We have not miscounted. And that is the problem. And what you’ve said
proves what we’re saying about the sexism, which is that it’s
not naturally arising – when people care about women then
you have plays commissioned by women writers and when
you have institutions which are endemically sexist, meaning
not at a conscious level, then by magic, there’s a massive
under representation of women, which it takes people who
are not sexist to commission the work. Unfortunately I think
what happens is that when we see a play with a few great
women in it we get so excited that it becomes magnified in
our minds, but if you do a conclusive survey it’s never even,
it’s never even 50 %. Every now and then there is a
flashpoint of a fantastic young woman writer and then we
feel really positive, but then 15 years later there’s another
one of these Sphinx events
CC: I don’t think that’s going to happen. Most of these young
female writers will disappear, because most young writers
do disappear, regardless of their sex. Most people haven’t
got a writing career in them. Nonetheless I cannot imagine
that group of which Penny is a member, fading away.

PS: We have had that conversation as well, about not feeling
like it’s because you’re a woman. If you’re feeling that it’s not
going well. In essence you only have two choices: you take it
on as that, and then there’s nothing I can do about it, or
maybe it’s not that and I just have to carry on as though
that’s not a problem. That’s the only thing we can do. I think
that’s different to saying its not a problem, I think you can go
yeah, that is a problem and for other people’s sake,
whatever is happening to me I have to be aware of it
because it could be a problem for me at any stage but I have
to carry on as if it isn’t going to be a problem and I’ll think
every time a play gets turned down it’s because I’m only
ever allowed to be promising, that’s the fear.
B: Let’s talk about solutions then. People are working in
slightly different areas on this panel, but the issues we are
facing are the same: under representation, clichéd roles,
ageism, badly written roles. We’ve all experienced it; surely
we could somehow join together to change the culture itself.
Sally, it shouldn’t be that you are constantly putting forward
these kick-ass heroines and they are constantly being turned
down. What could the solution be to having a culture where
these great roles are actually shown?
PS: BBC is looking – they say that they’re looking for things
about women
SW: the BBC has been pretty good recently since Danny
Cohen has arrived. He’s consciously looking for roles for
women

And then everybody who is 34 will think ‘well, they’re all 21,
so what’s the point of me trying to write a play?’ That’s the
constant with the media, but you have to take part.
CC: But then you had a photo shoot in Vogue which David
Eldridge and Simon Stephens sure haven’t had
PS: Exactly.
B: This is the great double standard that if you’re young and
beautiful you find yourself caught up in this mating game,
which is that somewhere there is this invisible bar, beyond
which you are no longer young and beautiful. And men don’t
have to go through all this, for better or for worse. So there’s
no offer to be in GQ, at all. But equally, they’re not
objectified. They’re taken more seriously as artists. Caroline,
you were telling me earlier about an experience you had with
a former agent.
CCatz: This was the moment that formed him into a ‘former’
agent. It was around the same conversation about the Lamb
Chop job, I’d had some new photographs done and I asked
him what he thought. He said ‘they’re good, they’re really
good because you look like you, but you don’t look like an
old boiler. You look your age, but …’ Old boiler?! Who says
that anyway? He was becoming a bit obsessed by my age;
all our conversations were about age. So I thought the time
was right to move on, and now I have a fantastic agent and
I’m very happy.
B: Mary, what do you think the solution is?

B: It’s about consciousness raising. Some people think that
the status quo is normal, but of course it isn’t, it’s class, sex,
gender, race, whatever based, it’s already skewed, and what
it takes is somebody to come along and say ‘ok, we need to
think outside the box.’
SW: I guess so. I mean, I don’t really feel like I’m saying
anything – I think it’s pretty good at the moment…
PS: But I felt, when watching Scott and Bailey, it was the
only thing, the first thing I’d seen that had women in it,
talking to each other. That’s how it feels to me watching telly
CC: I think the power of example is very important. The
reason we’ve got so many young women writers now is
probably maybe because of two young writers Polly
Stenham and Lucy Prebble – simply the fact that you have a
picture in the paper of one of those two having written a
successful play, I think young women see that and think ‘I
can do that.’
B: You bring up an important point which we haven’t yet
touched on: the media. The media has a huge role to play in
giving that the space it deserves, because the other element
is that even when a play gets put on, and reviewed, they’re
not always chosen by editors to be the lead review.
PS: I’ll give you an example. I’ve just been asked to do an
interview for the Daily Telegraph magazine about emerging
playwrights. My agent called me up and said ‘they weren’t
going to ask you at first, because they found out you’re 34
and that’s too old, but then they looked at a picture of you
and they said, well she doesn’t look 34, so they want you.’
Two bits of me – one wants to say ‘fuck off’ but then I
wouldn’t be in it, and then there won’t be a 34 year old in it.

ML: I can only answer that from my own perspective as
someone who trains actors and directors. When I’m training
the students I think its really important not just to write what
you know, but I think it’s very important to write what you
don’t know, because you’re asking young men to write roles
for women, and similarly women to write roles for men.
That’s one way to get writers expanding themselves and
becoming confident that yes they can tackle things which
they feel no right about writing. So that’s a lot of the work I
do with my students. Drama schools have a lot to answer
for: they think in terms of ensembles, there is a look, whether
you’re male or female. And as my students go off to apply for
drama school, I can tell you who is likely to get in and who is
not, and that is to do with their bone structure and their
height. And this is unacceptable to my mind, that we have a
training system that is not privileging talent, skill and hard
work, it’s privileging how you look, and until we challenge
this and get rid of this, this (indicating Caroline’s story) will all
be perpetuated. It’s endemic if you’re an actor. I think if
you’re a writer its about challenging them early on in their
career and preventing them believing that there are things in
their writing that they can never tackle, things they can’t try.
B: Sally, Scott and Bailey has been an enormous success,
precisely because it’s great to see women as they really are:
it’s not the Queen of the universe and it’s not the drudge
who’s got nothing to do but make some tea. But you’re also
part of a long tradition, what are your concerns or worries
about the writers that follow you? Because what tends to
happen is that when women create a success, it becomes
historicised rather than burning a path. Do you feel that you
are in a position to do that?

SW: I hope that young women do watch Scott and Bailey,
and I hope that young women will want to write great roles
for everybody, not just women. Writers will write what they
want to write. I’m just lucky that I like writing for women.
That’s the thing now that people expect from me. If I can
influence people by doing what I love to do, then that’s great.

is a new rise of women artists and women politicians
bringing these issues to the fore. So I second your anger but
I would add a huge amount of hope – every person here
today feels the same way, and this is all part of the women’s
movement. The next wave is happening, this event is part of
it.

B: That’s very much an artist’s perspective, that there’s a
whole architecture of power and funding and accepting
commissions around that, so where does the power lie?
Who should we be going to if we want to see more women
mainstreamed in the industry? Is it producers? Is it artistic
directors? I agree with you Mary that it’s not audiences.

PS: It wouldn’t be wrong to suggest that I don’t feel angry
about those things too. That is how people feel now; I just
feel that we’re facing different things. The discussion of
Feminism has had to move on – it’s a cold war now, not as it
was back then. Because of what happened then which we
are grateful for, you have to fight in a different way, but that
doesn’t mean you’re not angry about those things. And
things still aren’t different in other countries.

SW: My experience is that I work in a very female
environment. A very female dominated environment.
B: Chris, you’ve pointed out, and I agree, that the Royal
Court has a kind of exalted position here, for being more
open-minded. But contributors throughout the day have
mentioned other institutions where that’s not the case. As I
was walking in today, someone who is a very high up person
in acting said, whenever I enter a theatre I look at the
photographs on the walls, and it’s often ten great male
actors and just one woman holding up a dead baby with her
hand to her forehead – suffering. You’re changing that, but
what do you think can be done to change that at a wider
level? Beyond individual theatres?
CC: The trouble is, the only real answer to that is ‘abandon
the canon.’ Because what distorts most of the figures which
get brought up over and over again, from the NT, RSC and
so on is the canon, because of course in those plays there
aren’t the same roles for women. So, as long as the canon is
there, to some extent this problem will exist. My feeling is
that what is happening at the Royal Court is hopeful,
because it’s not been the result of a conscious policy. It’s
simply been openness to the work that’s being proposed to
us. And I swear that I never think of the gender of the writer
while reading a script – the thought has never entered my
mind. And it’s been successful, that helps. And no one can
argue the audience issue with us, because you can’t get a
ticket. I share your sense Sally that it’s not so bad at the
moment, in the little bit where I am. The one big change with
us, we have this new way that people can complain – they
ring up and complain and I now hear ‘I expect if I was a
young woman, it’d be a different story’ because writers are
always looking for a reason as to why their plays aren’t being
put on.
B: We have ten minutes left, let’s hear from the floor.
Audience member: I’m quite angry about what I’ve been
hearing today. We’ve got some exceptional people on the
stage, but apart from these people here, there are still lots of
people out there – with these awful parts and this education,
which begins at Primary school – what will motivate us to do
something? Should we keep calm and carry on, or should
we start to be a bit angry again? Like we used to in the past
when Feminism was spoken about? Instead of this mass
apathy of ‘it’s all in history.’
B: What I will say is that I do lots of women’s advocacy and
we are seeing a huge rise in women’s activism: it’s
enormous, things like UK Feminista and the Go
conferences, all these events about women in the arts, there

B: It’s only very apolitical people who say just because there
is an equal opportunities law in place, sexism no longer
exists, there is a law against murder but people still kill
people.
Audience member, (Jean Rogers): One thing I think we have
to remember is that we can move forward. When Chris says
‘things aren’t that bad’ that’s good, but they can be better.
And I think today if we can go out of this and be a bit more
positive about where we are and where we can go, that
would be great. Listening to Sally, I think yes things have
moved on considerably, since 2005 when Bafta showed
‘Looking for Debra Winger’ which was a film interviewing
Hollywood stars who were all approaching 40, and they were
all saying ‘yes, we’ve just got to the point where we know
what this acting thing is about, and suddenly the parts are
drying up, and there are 50 of us going for one part.’ What’s
happened since then is that never a week goes by that there
isn’t a week that goes by when there isn’t a woman talking
about the lack of proper roles etc etc, particularly in
television, and I think TV has definitely improved and the
research that came out the cultural diversity research, which
came out in January “serving all ages” came up with some
really interesting things, that is why Mark Thompson came
out and said ‘mea culpa. Yes we got it wrong, we shouldn’t
have got rid of Arlene Philips.’ That research revealed that a
lot of younger people thought they were negatively portrayed
and that middle-aged people were no longer there. Now we
have the opportunity to turn that round, and with someone
like Sally Wainwright, and thank you Laura Mackie for letting
you have this exposure and do Scott and Bailey. And then
Chris, when you say what you are doing at the Royal Court,
that’s fantastic! But I’m sorry, it’s not echoed very much in
the very well subsidised theatres, and you well know that our
general secretary sent out 43 letters to every Artistic Director
in the theatre asking them ‘what is your approach to gender
equality and diversity.’ We had 6 letters back in 6 months,
and then after a very polite reminder was sent out, we got 5
more. Out of 43 letters. That either says they’re not
interested, they’re too busy, or they don’t want to know at all.
It doesn’t show that they’re very eager to make sure that the
acting fraternity are being ignored. It is arrogant. But we can
build on that now. Our FIA handbook ‘engendering change’
talks about good practices, doesn’t talk about the UK it talks
about what’s going on in Sweden, Slovakia, even in Spain
there’s a certain amount of legislation going on which makes
funded bodies question what they’re doing and it makes sure
that the people on the funding bodies are equally balanced
in gender. That’s what we have to do: we have to press and
ask you very kindly to help us get more women into

leadership and open up ideas and be aware of the problems
of women. And women writers don’t have to be young, older
women writers should be encouraged as well. I won’t say
any more. But, I really do think there’s plenty we can be
doing, and the National Theatre’s autumn programme it’s
November to March had 12 productions, yes Comedy of
Errors and we love Shakespeare, and maybe we should
have an all-female production, or an all female production of
Lord of the Flies like they did in Norway, but there were 6
new plays in this season that finishes in March and only 1 is
written by a woman.

ML: Well, the courses I run are not just BA, there is also an
MA and PhD in playwriting, acting and directing. The
majority of people who take those courses are women, and
mothers and that’s because you can fit them around that
lifestyle. They are already being commissioned and they are
some of the most talented people I’ve ever had the privilege
to teach. And I designed the courses for exactly those
women – they are not confined to a working day.

B: Does anyone have any questions? Yes?

B: as someone in the media, I have sat in planning meetings
for really flagship shows where a woman’s name is
mentioned and everyone just [groans and rolls their eyes]
That’s the reality of endemic sexism, which I don’t think you
get to see unless you’re on the inside. A sheer unwillingness
on the part of producers, when they see it’s by or about a
woman, they just roll their eyes and move on to the Doctor
Who special. So I would say that media and all of culture has
got to get behind women – they’ve got to stop rolling their
eyes when they see that it’s about, by or for women. And the
only answer is instead of going up to ‘sexist blokes’ – I’m not
sure they exist, and also who cares? The solution to sexism
is female solidarity. Collaborate and help each other out. It’s
a basic solution to a complex problem

Audience member: Can I just make a really swift point? It’s
important that if there are older roles for women, that they
are played by older women. What is really important that
someone of Caroline’s age should not be playing someone
on HRT and that Tamsin Greg who played someone of 50 to
53 years she is 44. Women are not playing characters as
they actually are, but as men find them interesting to watch.
That’s at the route of a lot of stereotyping issues. The lack of
roles for women and older women specifically, we have a
responsibility outside of the industry about what people are
watching: in terms of creating role models. That is a wider
responsibility that Bea tapped into in her opening speech,
fundamental things about equal pay, equal rights. And while
we’re in that distortion it doesn’t help that to move forward.
PS: I do think that theatres are open to writing of all kinds, I
just think there is a perception among writers that they’re
not. I did the Royal Court Young Writers Programme, I was
30 when I started doing it and I said to the woman there ‘I
don’t want to be the big child at the back of the classroom’
because I thought everyone there would be 18. Now I look
back and think ‘how ridiculous’ that I felt that at 30 – but it’s
how you feel. But I don’t think it’s true, I think if you sent your
play it would get read like everybody else’s.
Audience member: There seems to be a running theme,
people talking about the importance of education, and we
are at a time where funding for education has been
massively cut. My question is what are the theatres going to
do about dealing with that shortfall? Because it’s certainly
not going to get more diverse – it’s just going to be more
richer whiter folk.
CC: We are doing exactly that. We are exploring the
relationships we have with Drama schools, with training
institutions, in particular on the technician side where there
is very little diversity. We are beginning a process of
imposing, we’re saying this is our diversity policy and you
are, as it were, a supplier to us, and therefore if you don’t
abide by our diversity policy we will stop being supplied by
you. So we are trying to use the muscle that we do have to
improve that.
Audience Member: Bidisha mentioned wanting to see
women writers still around in 20 years, so how can women
writers be nurtured in the long term? Specifically beyond the
many young writers programmes which are readily
available?

PS: On a personal level, as a writer, I think the only thing
you can do is keep writing.

CC: The problem with that is that so many writers have very
complex feelings about other writers. Writers don’t feel a
solidarity.
B: Yes, and I think that goes back to the Simone de Beauvoir
quote from the top of the day – which was that we have to
change the way we are living, we have to change the culture
so that it is not ‘we are two writers so we are competing for
the same job’ but rather that we are a community of artists
and we are humans, and this is a human experience. We
must finish there, but I think you will agree that this has been
a wonderful panel of speakers, so please join me in thanking
them.

END OF TRANSCRIPT
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